Thus, the theorem states that sample averages approximate the value of an integral. It is to be noted that the only property of the sequence (xj)i°° employed is its equidistribution.
In applications, one may employ several equidistributed sequences simultaneously; accordingly, new requirements may arise. The sequences may be employed, for example, as bases for decision, in which case it may be required that they be independent. Thus depending on the Monte-Carlo problem considered, equidistributed sequences may be required to possess other random number characteristics. Let the sequences (x3)i°°, (xj+r)i°° be designated respectively by x, x(t), in which t is a non-zero integer, then an additional desirable characteristic is the statistical independence of x, xM. A sequence exhibiting such characteristics is ({aj })ix in which a is an irrational number [2] . The symbol jx} is employed to designate the fractional part of x.
However, from the viewpoint of the practical utilization of the sequence suggested above by means of a digital computer, it is necessary to replace a by a rational number, and hence, to lose some of the precision with which the characteristics discussed above are satisfied. Accordingly, the sequences which will be studied are
The integers a, m are taken relatively prime. Of particular interest will be the deviation of the characteristics of these sequences from the ideal random number characteristics.
Let p(x) be given by p(x) = \ -{x}, then the autocorrelation function 4/(T) of a sequence (a;y)i°° is defined by 1 N 4>(t) = lim -52 p(xj)p(xj+r). cedures. However, an important question is the behavior, from the viewpoint of random number characteristics, of consecutive portions of the complete sequences. This is being studied by the author, and an investigation of the question will appear in another paper. 
Lemma 2 allows one to write , \ , s t^ n^ sin 2x/ix-sin 2xZw p(x)P(y) = E E -ñj- 
the lemma follows. •sp (ah 2 , al , . . x2
i_o ,-_o \m m / and (2.32) Equations (2.28), (2.29), and (2.41) now yield (2.42) \Sh,i\ ^ dV2b~m' = \/2ôd2m' = y/2bdm = y/2m(h + I, m).
Lemma 5 yields a trivial estimate when applied to £/,,_/,. It will be important to determine an accurate estimate for this quantity. •1 -n -ĵ »i™ Vp -i One must have 5 = 0; otherwise, let 5 = 1 then " = pq,p \ q, ß -2y = 2, and (2.97) j'2= pq(mod pß~2y).
Sin p | pq, p | pß~2y, one has p | j'2; hence p2| /2. Also, since p2| pß~2y it follows that p2| pq which is impossible. Thus 5 = 0 and ("'', p) = 1. .15 + .27 In to < .296 In m.
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